Derivation of a Linear Molecular Friction Model for Ligand Transport on a Material Surface.
The sliding motion of a FN linker along the surface of the supporting polymer is characterized by the rupture of numerous weak (non-covalent) bonds randomly distributed over the surface. The bond rupture can be described as thermally activated overcoming of small energy barriers. Therefore, the dependence of the ligand velocity on an external force is given by a non-linear rate equation as proposed by Zhurkov for time dependent bond rupture in single crystalline, polycrystalline as well as highly disordered materials (e.g. polymers and inorganic glasses) in 1965 (1). Suda has generalized the Zhurkov model for the description of timedependent friction between two adhering surfaces (2). We follow this idea by describing the FN motion on a polymer surface as a thermally activated rupture of localized molecular bonds under the influence of an external force f F acting on the FN linker. Then the drift velocity of FN ligands along the substrate surface can be written as
Therein the laterally acting force 
FN Ligand Diffusion at the Cell-Substrate Interface Towards a Growing Fibril.
The reorganization of FN ligands towards the focal adhesion during FN fibrillogenesis has been treated as a two-dimensional (2d) diffusion process with a sink. Growing FN fibrils are considered as sinks for FN ligands after approaching the focal adhesion (3, 4). The sinks are described as circular 2d objects of fixed radius R, which is roughly taken equal to the final size of the fibril in our measurements (about 1 µm). At large distances from the sink we assume a homogenous distribution of FN ligands at the polymer interface with area density c  and at the sink boundary 0 ) ,
. For these boundary conditions, the flow density j of ligands at the circular sink has been derived from Fick's laws using the solution for the FN area density ) , ( t r c given in (6) . For small times
The offset time 0 t accounts for a partially grown fibril at 0  t . Approximation (3) 
R is derived from the constant measurement area A of the growing fibril by equalizing 2 R A   . The measured fluorescence intensities are assumed to be proportional to N(t) and c  , respectively. The average intensity I(t) inside the measurement area A of the growing fibril is subtracted by the average background intensity I ∞ (t) far away from the fibril in order to eliminate intensity fluctuations due to focus shifts. Furthermore, this intensity difference I(t)-I ∞ (t) is normalized by the mean background intensity over the measurement time I  . This normalized intensity is related to N(t) and c  of Eq. 4 in the following way.
and I(t)  N(t) with  R 2  A and  being a factor relating fluorescence intensity to FN concentration. Therefore, Eq. 4 including the fluctuation subtraction becomes
which was used to fit our measurements. Hence, it is possible to determine the diffusion coefficient D without knowledge of c  .
In general, the parameter t 0 nicely correlated with pre-existence and size of the analysed fibrils prior to the start of the measurement. The impact of neighbouring fibrils on the measurement is negligible as the diffusion constant is small and, consequently, the diffusion front propagates much less than 1 µm during the measurement time, which is small in comparison to the distance of the fibrils (7).
FN Displacement Analysis for POMA and PSMA. Fluorescence intensity of labelled FN adsorbed to POMA or PSMA surfaces plotted over time for the displacement studies using 50 µg/ml bovine serum albumin in PBS buffer. 
